
Use the dimensions to the right to determine the planter 
which best fits your Stitch Planter. 

For best visual effect, ensure the internal pot sits below 
the external decorative planter lip. The void between can 
be filled with a custom choice of plant husk fibers or other 
decorative media.

Like any indoor plants, ensure extra attention and care is 
given when watering. Know your internal pot size and soil 
content and ensure over watering does not occur. Do not 
water outside of the internal pot area. This is important for 
both the plant’s health and prevents excess water build 
up inside the planter. If the internal planter is covered with 
decorative media, suggest watering next to the plant roots 
to ensure water is delivered to the plant effectively.

Internal Pot  - Specified Dimensions

Stitch 25

Stitch 50

Stitch 75

Stitch125

Stitch 100

MAX
280mm
[11in]

MAX
380mm
[15in]

MAX
400mm
[15.7in]

MAX
460mm
[18in]

MAX
550mm
[21.7in]
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MAX
Ø 355mm

[14in]

MAX
Ø 500mm

[19.6in]

MAX
Ø 555mm

[21.8in]

MAX
Ø 605mm

[23.8in]

MAX
Ø 640mm

[25.2in]

Top decorative 
media cover.

Internal filling media 
of choice (something 
light weight to support 
the decorative material 
used around the top of 
the planter (eg Coconut 
Fibre, Moss etc)

Set up must include a 
saucer / drainage tray.

In case a shorter pot is used, 
lift your pot up by placing 
something underneath to 

achieve the desired height, at 
the same time as retaining a 

level platform.

Water only
within internal
pot area.
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Stitch Planters come with waterproof plugs already installed.

For Indoor Use
Leave plugs as they are.

For Outdoor Use
Unscrew the hex screws with a shifting spanner or wrench to 
disengage. Remove both the washer and screw, keep parts if 
intending to use indoors in the future.

Water Sealing Accessories



Included items

Assembly Steps

COMPLETED WEAVE

1. Locate the last hole on one side of the planter.
 Tie a simple knot on the end of one of the 

ropes and thread unknotted end through hole.

Completed weave.

Planter internal 
view

Planter internal 
view

Planter internal 
view

2 x Rope (Image indicative only)

2. Pull the unknotted end of the rope all the way 
through the hole until the knot hits the end 
as shown.

4. When reaching the top hole, thread the rope 
through the other line of holes on adjacent 
side. Continue to thread the rope until 
reaching the bottom of the planter.

3. Thread the rope through the next hole above 
and pull towards the internal of the planter. 
Thread the rope in alternating in-out pattern 
as illustrated.

 CAUTION: Do not over tighten, but ensure 
sufficient tension for each loop.

5. Pull the end of the rope tight before finishing 
with a simple knot.

 Repeat steps for the other side of the planter.

WARNING CHOKING HAZARD. Keep away from children.

Planter external 
view

POT EXTERNAL VIEW

Planter internal 
view

Stitch Planter 
Rope Assembly
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